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Abstract
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the asymptotic
behavior of the discounted risk-sensitive control problem for periodic
diusion processes when the discount factor  goes to zero. If u(; x)
denotes the optimal cost function,  being the risk factor, then it is
shown that lim!0 u(; x) = () where () is the average on ]0; [
of the optimal cost of the (usual) innite horizon risk-sensitive control
problem.
1 Introduction
Let us consider a simple stochastic control model given by the following Ito^ equation
dxt = b(xt; vt)dt+
p
2 dBt; x0 = x; (1.1)
where x is the state of the system in Rd and v is the control in Rm. For a parameter
 6= 0; the functional cost is
I(; x; v) =
1

ln

E
n
exp
h

Z 1
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
io
; (1.2)
and the value function is, for  > 0;
u(; x) = inf
v
I(; x; v); (1.3)
and we exchange inf with the sup for  < 0: However, in the sequel, we consider only
 > 0 for the sake of simplicity.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of u when  goes
to zero.
Nagai [10] studied the asymptotic behavior of the nite horizon risk-sensitive control
problem, namely,
J(T; x; v) =
1

ln

E
n
exp
h

Z T
0
'(xt; vt)dt
io
(1.4)
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and shows that if  is xed and
uT (t; x) = inf
v
J(T   t; x; v) (1.5)
then
lim
T!1
1
T
uT (T; x) = ; (constant);
and
lim
T!1

uT (T; x)  uT (0; x)

= z(x); (function);
where the couple (; z) satises the equation
 = z + jDzj2 + inf
v

'+ b  rz	: (1.6)
Clearly, (; z) may depends on :
We will see in Section 2, that the HJB equation for (1.3) is
  u + @u
@

+u + jruj2 + inf
v

'+ b  ru
	
= 0: (1.7)
Comparing (1.6) and (1.7), we can anticipate that

 
u + 
@u
@
! (); as ! 0: (1.8)
In other words, assume that there exists () (independent of x) such that
u(; x)! () and @u
@
(; x)! d()
d
;
as ! 0; we would have, by (1.8),
() = () + 
d()
d
=
d
d

 ()

and
() =
1

Z 
0
(r)dr = lim

u(; x): (1.9)
Notice that when  = 0; the equation (1.7) corresponds to the usual discounted control,
e.g., see Bensoussan [1]. Condition (1.9) is precisely the result we will obtain here for
the case of periodic diusion (or reected diusions on a bounded region of Rd).
The risk-sensitive control problem for diusion processes (in various cases) has been
studied by several authors, particularly in connection with robust control and dieren-
tial games, for instance, we refer to Jacobson [7], Bensoussan and Van Schuppen [4],
Whittle [12], Fleming and McEneaney [6], McEneaney [8], Nagai [9, 10], Runolfsson [11].
In Section 2, we obtain formally the HJB-equation for (1.3), and a verication
theorem. In Section 3, we study the discounted risk-sensitive problem, and in Section
4, we consider the asymptotic behavior when the discount factor goes to zero.
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2 Formal Derivation of the HJB Equation
We start with
w(; x) = inf
v
exp

I(; x; v)

: (2.1)
Formally, for any T > 0 and for any Markov control vt = v(xt); we argue as follows
w(; x) = inf
v
Ex
n
exp
h

Z T
0
e t'((xt; vt)dt+
+
Z 1
T
e t'((xt; vt)dt
io
=
= inf
v
Ex
n
exp
h

Z T
0
e t'((xt; vt)dt
i

ExT
n
exp
h
e T
Z 1
0
e t'((xt; vt)dt
ioo
:
Therefore (formally)
w(; x) = inf
v=[0;T ]
Ex
n
exp
h

Z T
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
i
w(e
 T ; xT )
o
:
Using Ito^'s formula for w(e
 T ; xT ), and taking T > 0 small, we obtain
 @w
@
+w + inf
v

'w + b  rw
	
= 0; (2.2)
and clearly w(0; x) = 1:
Next, we set w = exp(u) to deduce
  u + @u
@

+u + jruj2 + inf
v

'+ b  ru
	
= 0: (2.3)
Remark that one should take
u(0; x) = inf
v
Ex
nZ 1
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o
; (2.4)
since, when  is small in (1.2) we have
I(; x; v) = Ex + Ex2 +O(2);
where
 =
Z 1
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt:
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Theorem 2.1 (implicit assumptions). Let us assume that there exists a smooth function
W (; x) such that
 @W
@
+W + inf
v

'W + b  rW	 = 0; (2.5)
and W (; x) ! 1 as  ! 0; locally uniform in x: Also assume that there exists an
optimal control v: Then
W (; x) = w(; x): (2.6)
Proof. To see this, introduce t dened by
dt
dt
=  t; 0 = 
and
 T = exp
nZ T
0
t'(xt; vt)dt
o
;
for an arbitrary control vs: By means of Feynman-Kac formula we get
Ex

 TW (T ; xT )
	
= W (; x) +
+Ex
nZ T
0
 t
h
  @W
@
+W + 'W + b  rW
i
dt
o
:
From the equation for W the last term is nonnegative, and therefore
W (; x)  Ex
n
W (T ; xT ) exp
h

Z T
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
io
:
Hence, because T ! 0 as T !1 andW (T ; xT )! 1 (locally uniform in xT ) as  ! 0
we deduce
W (; x)  Ex
n
exp
h

Z 1
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
io
;
i.e., W (; x)  w(; x):
Similarly, using the optimal control v we obtain the equality.
Clearly, as a Corollary, using U dened by W = exp(U) we obtain U = u:
3 Discounted Risk-sensitive Problem
Let (
;F ; P ) be a probability space with a ltration (Ft : t  0) and a standard
d-dimensional Ft-Brownian motion process (Bt : t  0). We are given V a compact
metric space, X = [(Rd) mod (1)] ']0; 1]d
b : X  V ! Rd; ' : X  V ! R; (3.1)
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where b(x; v) and '(x; v) are periodic in x with period 1 in each coordinate (as functions
dened on Rd), b is continuous in X  V and Lipschitz continuous in x; namely,
jb(x; v)  b(x0; v)j M jx  x0j; 8x; x0 2 X; (3.2)
' is continuous and nonnegative.
The state equation is given by(
dxt = b(xt; vt)dt+
p
2dBt; t > 0;
x0 = x 2 X;
(3.3)
where (vt : t  0) is any progressively measurable process with values in V:
As above, the cost is given by
I(; x; v) =
1

lnEx
n
exp


Z 1
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o
; (3.4)
where  > 0 is the discount factor and  is a real parameter. For the sake of simplicity,
we will consider only the case  > 0: The optimal cost function is
u(; x) = inf
v
I(; x; v): (3.5)
Remark 3.1. One could avoid the assumption (3.2) that b is Lipschitz continuous and
then dene the state equation using the Girsanov transformation (e.g., see Bensous-
san [1, Chapter 6]).
As seen in Section 2, the HJB-equation for (3.5) is
Au + u = H(; x;Du); (3.6)
with u periodic in x;
Au := @u u  jDuj2;
H(; x; p) := inf
v

'(x; v) + b(x; v)  p	;
and
u(0; x) = u
0
(x); (3.7)
with
A0u
0
 = H(0; x;Du
0
); (3.8)
and u0 periodic. Note that Du; u and @u denote the gradient in x; the Laplacian in
x; and the partial derivative in ; respectively.
It is well known (e.g., see Bensoussan and Lions [2, 3]) that (3.8) has a unique
solution in W 2;p(X); 2  p <1: Without any lost of generality, we consider (3.6) with
 in ]0; 1[:
First we study an auxiliary equation in w; namely,
@w  w = inf
v

'w + b Dw	; (3.9)
with w periodic in x and w(0; x) = 1:
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Proposition 3.2. Assuming (3.1) and (3.3), there is a unique solution w of (3.9) in
H1(]0; 1[X) such that w and @w belong to L1(]0; 1[X):
Proof. We begin with the following equation for " in ]0; 1[;
@w
"  w" = inf
v

'w" + b Dw"	;  2]"; 1[;
w"("; x) = h"(x); x 2 X;
(3.10)
with w" periodic in x and
h"(x) = e
"

k'k; (3.11)
where
k'k := sup
x;v
j'(x; v)j;
and clearly h" ! 1 as "! 0:
Since  belongs to ]"; 1[; equation (3.10) can be seen as a standard Cauchy problem
and there is a unique solution w" in W 1;2p (]"; 1[X); 2  p < 1: Therefore, we can
interpret w"(; x) as the following optimal cost
w"(; x) = inf
v
Ex
n
h" exp


Z T"
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o
; (3.12)
by applying Ito^ formula to  Tw(T ; xT ) with
t := e
 t;  T = exp
Z T
0
t'(xt; vt)dt

;
and where we have taken
T" = inf

t  0 : t = "
	
; i.e. T" =
ln( 
"
)

:
Then we deduce
0  w"(; x)  e k'k; (3.13)
for every " > 0:
To show that @w
" is uniformly (in " > 0) bounded in L1(]"; 1[X) for a xed
 > 0, we consider the expressionExnh" exp( + )Z T "
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o
 
  Ex
n
h" exp


Z T"
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o  I1 + I2;
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with
( + )e T

" = "; i.e. T " =
ln( +
"
)

and
I1 =
Exnh" exp( + )Z T "
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o
 
  Ex
n
h" exp


Z T "
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o;
I2 =
Exnh" exp Z T "
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o
 
  Ex
n
h" exp


Z T"
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o;
for  > 0 and any arbitrary control. Now
I1 
h"Exn exp Z T "
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
 exp Z T "
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt

  1
o 
 h"k'k

exp
( + )k'k


;
while
I2 
h"Exn exp Z T"
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
 exp Z T "
T"
e t'(xt; vt)dt

  1
o 
 h" expk'k

h
exp
k'k

 
e T"   e T "   1i;
but e T" = " so that
e T"   e T " = e T " = "
 + 
and
I2 
h" expk'k

h
exp
 "k'k
( + )

  1
i
:
Similarly for  < 0; and we deduce a bound of the type
jw"( + ; x)  w"(; x)j  Cjh"je k'kk'k

jj;
and so @w
" is uniformly (in " > 0) bounded for a xed  > 0:
Now we show that for any  in ]"; 1[ the function x 7! w"(; x) is bounded in
W 2;p(X); uniformly with respect to " and : Indeed, for  > 0 suciently large, we
write the equation in w" as
 w" + w" = inf
v

 "(; v) + b(; v) Dw"	;
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with  " = 'w" + w"   @w": Since w" and @w" are bounded uniformly in " and
; classic results show that
kw"(; )kW 2;p(X)  C;
where the constant C depends only on the bounds of  "; b and the constant :
Dene ~w" on ]0; 1[X as
~w"(; x) =
(
w"(; x);  > ";
h"(x);   ";
;
which satises the same estimates (uniformly in ") as w"; i.e., ~w"  0; bounded and
continuous in ]0; 1[X; with @ ~w" bounded in L1(]0; 1[X) and ~w"(; ) bounded in
W 2;p(X); uniformly in : Thus, by extracting a subsequence, we have in particular,
~w" ! w in L2(0; 1;H2(X)) weakly;
and
@ ~w
" ! @w in L2(]0; 1[X) weakly:
These estimates allow to pass to the limit as "! 0 inZ 1
0
h@ ~w"; zid +
Z 1
0
hD ~w"; Dzid 
 
Z 1
0


inf
v

' ~w" + b(; v) D ~w"	; zd = Z "
0


inf
v

'h"
	
; z

d
to obtain (3.9).
We are ready to state
Theorem 3.3. Assume (3.1){(3.3), then there exits a unique solution u to the equation
(3.6), (3.7) such that u and @u belong to L
1(]0; 1[X); the functions x 7! u(; x) belong
to W 2;p(X) and u = u(; x) given by (3.5).
Proof. By means of the Ito^ formula, rst with an arbitrary control and next with v^
dened as the minimizer
v^ = argmin

'(; v)w + b(; v) Dw	;
we obtain
w(; x) = inf
v
Ex
n
exp


Z 1
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt
o
:
Now dene u as
eu = w;  > 0;
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to get
(u+ @u) u  jDuj2 = inf
v
f'(; v) + b(; v) Dug:
For  = 0; we dene u(0; x) = u as the solution of
u u = inf
v
f'(; v) + b(; v) Dug; u 2 W 2;p;
which is known to exist (see Bensoussan and Lions [2]).
From the denition of u we obtain
u(; x) = inf
v
I(; x; v);
which conclude the proof, in view of the regularity of w:
4 Asymptotics
The rst step is to obtain estimates on u independent of :
Estimate of u:
As seen before, for  > 0 and '  0; we have
1  w  e
k'k
 ;
and therefore
0  u  k'k

;
so
0  u(x)  k'k; 8 > 0: (4.1)
Estimate of (u + @u) = @(u):
Dene
 :=
Z 1
0
e t'(xt; vt)dt;
	 := lnExfeg = ln
Z


e(!)Px(d!):
Clearly
	(x; v;  + ) = 	(x; v; ) + @	(x; v;  + );
for some  in (0; 1): Since
@	 =
Exfeg
Exfeg ;
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if K = k'k then we have
0  @	  KExfe
g
Exfeg =
K

;
and
j	(x; v;  + ) 	(x; v; )j  jjK

:
Therefore
j( + )u( + ; x)  u(; x)j  jjK

so @ u(; x)  K

; (4.2)
i.e., @(u) is bounded uniformly in :
Estimate of jDujL2 :
The equation in u can be written as
 u   b Du = jDuj2 +     u; (4.3)
with
b = b(x; v);   = '(x; v)  @u;
v(x) = argmin

'(; v) + b(; v) Du(x)
	
:
Let m be the density invariant probability measure corresponding to the operator
   b D (e.g., see Bensoussan [1]), which satises
0 < 0  m  1:
Multiplying (4.3) by m and using the equation for m; we deduce
0 = 
Z
X
jDuj2mdx+
Z
X
 
    u

mdx: (4.4)
Since 0 and 1 depend only on the L
1 norm of b; they are independent of  and :
Therefore (4.4) gives
jDuj2L2(X)  C; 8; ; (4.5)
i.e., a bound on jDujL2(X) uniformly in  > 0 and  in ["; 1]; for every " > 0:
Estimate of u   u:
Let us dene
u() :=
Z
X
u(; x)dx and (; x) := u(; x)  u():
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The equation for  is
  =  @(u) + jDj2 + inf
v

'(; v) + b(; v) D
	
: (4.6)
and by Poincare inequality we have
jjL2(X)  CjDujL2(X):
Considering  as a parameter in (4.6) and since @(u) is bounded, we have
p
jjL2(X)  C;
moreover, we can mimic the arguments in Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 of Bensoussan and
Frehse [5] to obtain
p
jjL1(X)  C; (4.7)
for some constant C > 0; uniformly in  and : Furthermore, considering z(; x) =
(; a); which satises
 z =  @(u) + jDzj2 + inf
v

'(; v) + b(; v) Dz(; )
	
;
so that one can apply Theorem 3.7 of Bensoussan and Frehse [5] to deduce
kzkC(X)  C;
i.e.,
jjC(X)  C; (4.8)
for some constant C > 0; uniformly in  and :
Passage to the limit a ! 0:
(a) First we look at u(; x). In view of (4.1), (4.2) and (4.8), taking a sub-sequence
we have
u ! ; (4.9)
uniformly on every compact subset of Q =]0; 1[X: Let us show that  does not depend
on x: Indeed, since
p
 =
p
[u(; x)  u()]
is bounded, we have 
p
 ! 0 and therefore
lim
!0
[u(; x)  u()] = 0; 8x 2 X;  > 0:
On the other hand, since u(0; x) = u
0
(x) we know that u
0
(x) must converge to a
constant too.
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Now, since @(u) is bounded, we deduce that
@(u)! d
d
weakly-star in L1;
(b) Then we pass to the limit in the equation of ; for each  > 0 xed. By means of
the equation (4.6) and the previous bounds on u; in particular (4.2), (4.5) and (4.8),
we can nd a subsequence such that
 ! u in H1(X) weakly and L1(X) strongly
as ! 0: ThereforeZ
X
 (   u)dx! 0;
since  is bounded in L
1(X): This is,Z
X
D Ddx!
Z
X
D Dudx:
However, due to the weak convergence in H1(X) we haveZ
X
D Dudx!
Z
X
Du Dudx;
which yieldsZ
X
jD  Duj2dx! 0;
i.e.,  ! u(; ) strongly in H1(X):
Hence, if we call () the limit of @(u) we see that the couple (; u) satises8><>:
 u = jDuj2 + inf
v

'(; v) + b(; v) Du()	; u 2 H1(X);Z
X
u(; x)dx = 0; 8 > 0:
(4.10)
But form Nagai [10] (who treats a more dicult case in Rd and unbounded '; and
therefore the result applies a fortiori to our simple case) there exists a unique pair
(; u) satisfying (4.10) and
() = lim
T!1
u(T; x)
T
;
with u(T; x) given by (1.5). Therefore we conclude that
d
 
()

d
= ();
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which gives
() =
1

Z 
0
(r)dr;
i.e.,
lim
!0
u(; x) =
1

Z 
0
(r)dr: (4.11)
We have shown the desired result summarized as
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Section 3 we have
lim
!0
@
 
u(; x)

= ();
lim
!0
h
u(; x) 
Z
X
u(; x)dx
i
= u(; x);
where (; u) is the unique solution of (4.10),
() = lim inf
T!1
1
T
inf
v

1

lnEx
n
exp


Z T
0
'(xt; vt)dt
o
;
and (4.11) holds.
To conclude, let us mention that certainly, the above result remain true for reected
diusion processes in a bounded region of Rd: The case in the whole space Rd or diusion
with jumps requires a more elaborated technique, and it may be the subject of future
research.
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